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Neutrinos can push our search for new physics to a whole new level. What makes them so hard
to be detected, what allows them to travel humongous distances without being stopped or deflected
allows to amplify Planck suppressed effects (or effects of comparable size) to a level that we can
measure or bound in DUNE. In this work we analyze the sensitivity of DUNE to CPT and Lorentz–
violating interactions in a framework that allows a straightforward extrapolation of the bounds
obtained to any phenomenological modification of the dispersion relation of neutrinos.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics (including neutrinos) is arguably the most successful and better
tested theory in fundamental physics. Most of our experimental efforts today and the planned ones for the future are
driven by the search of whatever physics hides behind it. In lack of a solid theoretical guidance, all avenues should
be explored and all the possible paths followed. No corner should be left unattended.

Our way of describing Nature, the tool that allowed us to get to this point, local relativistic quantum field theory
should not avoid the scrutiny. Ways need to be found to test also our dearest tools and the most sacred cows derived
from or associated to them. Massive neutrinos are an ideal engine for such a purpose. The origin of neutrino masses
lies probably beyond the SM and is associated with a new scale where new physics is expected to play a role and
therefore oscillation experiments offer a window where our journey can start.

The CPT theorem [1] is undoubtedly the prodigal son of local relativistic quantum field theories. Such a status is
derived from the fact that the theorem is based only on three sensible assumptions, Lorentz invariance, Hermiticity
of the Hamiltonian and locality, all which are incorporated for reasons beyond holding CPT itself. CPT violation can
be incorporated in field theory by giving up locality but not the other two [2], and will be tested to an unprecedented
level by future experiments [3]1. If CPT violation exists and is related to quantum gravity, which is clearly non–local
and expected to be suppressed by the Planck mass, long–baseline experiments will have it within their reach.

Even though such experiments are significantly sensitive to new physics in neutrino propagation, unfortunately,
they involve long journeys through the Earth crust and therefore incorporate important matter effects which induce a
fake (non–fundamental) CPT violation. An attempt at disentangling matter effects from genuine CPT asymmetries
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1 Ref. [3] focus on a model–independent way to study CPT violation in the neutrino sector, see also Ref. [4]. However, there might be
different forms of CPT violation which do not affect neutrinos at all.
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in neutrino oscillation for various baselines and energies can be found in [5]. Discrimination of true CPT violation,
a violation that challenges our description of Nature in terms of local relativistic quantum field theories, from non–
standard interactions which can induce a difference between matter and antimatter but do not imply a change of
paradigm is also crucial and was analyzed in [6].

Other forms of CPT violation are to be tested as well. Especially interesting is a potential spontaneous CPT
violation associated to a Lorentz invariance breaking. As we have stated before, the CPT theorem holds only in flat
space time if and only if the theory respects locality, Hermiticity and also Lorentz invariance. A breakdown of Lorentz
invariance is normally linked with quantum gravity and the existence of a universal fundamental length scale. Such
a universal (i.e. common to all frames) scale would collide with general relativity, as Lorentz transformations predict
length contractions. A way out of this apparent contradiction is a modification of Lorentz transformations which can
be incorporated in the model as modified dispersion relations (or nonlinear Dirac equations). This fact is especially
interesting for several reasons, as will be seen below.

The usually identified as the most stringent bound on CPT violation comes from the neutral kaon system [7],

|m(K0)−m(K
0
)|

mK
< 0.6× 10−18 . (1)

However, one can notice that the strength of this bound is relative. First of all, using the kaon mass as a scale is
somewhat arbitrary, because we do not know at which scale effects of CPT violation should arise. Besides that, since
kaons are bosons and in this case the masses squared are the quantities that enter the Lagrangian, it could be more
appropriate expressing the limit above in terms of the squared masses. Following this choice, it has been found that
neutrinos can provide a very good bound on CPT violation [3],

|∆m2
21 −∆m2

21| < 4.7× 10−5 eV2,

|∆m2
31 −∆m2

31| < 3.7× 10−4 eV2. (2)

These limits have been derived using neutrino oscillation data, insensitive to the masses themselves, but providing
very precise measurements of the neutrino mass squared differences. Note as well that the choice of this observable
is also motivated by the fact that the mass squared is the parameter entering the dispersion relation E2 = p2 + m2

and the natural parameter in relativistic kinematics. Therefore, deviations from this standard dispersion relation are
a way to explore CPT violations triggered by Lorentz invariance breaking.

Clearly, there are multiple ways to modify the dispersion relation and most of them can be easily incorporated
into the Hamiltonian and bounded. This is precisely what we are going to do in this work. We therefore classify
the possible modifications of the dispersion relation in a general (agnostic) way according to the spectral distortions
they give to the oscillation pattern, (i.e. their dependence in energy) and bound those that can mimic non–standard
neutrino interactions, namely those which behave as matter effects.

We will first illustrate with an example how the transition probability gets affected by a modification of a dispersion
relation. Let us assume the neutrino energy is given by

E2 = p2i +
1

2
m2
i

(
1 + e2AiE/m

2
i

)
, (3)

where mi is the neutrino mass, E is its energy, pi its momentum and Ai is a dimensionful and non–universal Lorentz
breaking parameter. We will assume neutrinos are produced with the same energy and we will restrict ourselves to
the case of two generations for simplicity. In this case, the transition probability is given by,

Pαβ = 1− sin2 2θ sin2

(
∆p L

2

)
, (4)
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where θ is the mixing angle. The neutrino momentum pi can be written as

pi =

√
E2 − 1

2
m2
i

(
1 + e2AiE/m

2
i

)
≈ E − 1

4E

(
m2
i +m2

i e
2AiE/m

2
i

)
, (5)

and therefore

∆p ≈ 1

4E

(
∆m2 +m2

αe
2AαE/m

2
α −m2

βe
2AβE/m

2
β

)
≈ ∆m2

2E
+

1

2
(Aα −Aβ). (6)

Clearly, neutrino oscillation experiments offer a unique opportunity to test this kind of physics. It should be noticed,
however, that only non–universal i.e. family dependent modifications are accessible to oscillations. Universal param-
eters (A = Aα = Aβ) give rise to an oscillation pattern which possesses not only a different spectral shape but also is
quadratic on the already small parameter A

∆p ≈ ∆m2

2E
− 1

2

A2 ∆m2 E

m2
αm

2
β

. (7)

Existing limits on the neutrino mass squared differences from atmospheric and long–baseline neutrino experiments
have already pushed the limits down to the ballpark where we can expect effects of string theory or quantum gravity
to show up. Thus, DUNE, with its improved sensitivity to the atmospheric ∆m2, will be able to explore the regions
where these new scales, associated with physics at a scale we have been so far only able to speculate with, leave trace.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Lorentz–violating neutrinos and antineutrinos are effectively described by the Lagrangian density [8, 9]

L =
1

2
Ψ̄(i/∂ −M + Q̂)Ψ + h.c. (8)

where Q̂ is a generic Lorentz–violating operator. There exists a subset of Lorentz–violating operators that also break
CPT invariance in the fermion sector. Restricting our attention only to the renormalizable Dirac couplings of the
theory, we can start from the Lorentz–violating Lagrangian [9]

LLIV = −1

2

[
aµαβψ̄αγµψβ + bµαβψ̄αγ5γµψβ − ic

µν
αβψ̄αγµ∂νψβ − id

µν
αβψ̄αγ5γµ∂νψβ

]
+ h.c. (9)

The observable effect on the left handed neutrinos is controlled by the combinations

(aL)µαβ = (a+ b)µαβ , (cL)µναβ = (c+ d)µναβ , (10)

which are constant hermitian matrices in the flavor space that can modify the standard vacuum Hamiltonian. The first
combination is relevant for CPT–violating neutrinos, whereas the second combination is only relevant for CPT-even
Lorentz-violating neutrinos. In this work we will focus on the isotropic component of the Lorentz–violating terms,
and therefore we will fix the (µ,ν) indices to 0. To simplify our notation, from now on, we will denote the parameters
(aL)0αβ and (cL)00αβ as aαβ and cαβ2.

Explicitly, one can write the Lorentz–violating contribution to the full oscillation Hamiltonian

H = Hvac +Hmat +HLIV , (11)

2 These components are defined in the Sun–centered celestial equatorial frame [8].
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as [10]

HLIV =

 aee aeµ aeτ

a∗eµ aµµ aµτ

a∗eτ a∗µτ aττ

− 4

3
E

 cee ceµ ceτ

c∗eµ cµµ cµτ

c∗eτ c∗µτ cττ

 . (12)

Note that the the effect of aαβ–induced Lorentz violation in neutrino oscillations is proportional to the neutrino
baseline L, while the terms corresponding to cαβ induce new contributions proportional to LE. In the latter, the
factor −4/3 arises from the non–observability of the Minkowski trace of cL, which forces the components xx, yy, and
zz to be related to the 00 component [8]. Anyway, in this work we will consider only the presence of Lorentz–violating
terms generated by the first type of terms. Updated constraints on cαβ , mainly from Super–Kamiokande, can be
found in Refs. [11, 12].

Then, if we focus on the first term in Eq. (12), we notice that this Hamiltonian looks very similar to the one
corresponding to nonstandard interactions (NSI) in the neutrino propagation

H
′

= Hvac +Hmat +HNSI , (13)

where the NSI term is parametrized as

HNSI =
√

2GFNe

 εmee εmeµ εmeτ

εmµe εmµµ εmµτ

εmτe εmτµ εmττ

 . (14)

Here Ne corresponds to the electron number density along the neutrino trajectory and the parameters εmαβ give the
relative strength between NSI matter effect in a medium and the Standard Model weak interactions. One thus finds
a correlation between the NSI and CPT–violating scenario through the following relation [10],

aαβ ≡
√

2GFNeε
m
αβ . (15)

However, there are important differences between these two scenarios. NSI during neutrino propagation is basically
an exotic matter effect and, hence, plays no role in vacuum, whereas the type of CPT violation considered here is an
intrinsic effect, present even in vacuum. Nevertheless, the equivalence in Eq. (15) allows the study of the CPT–violating
parameters in long baseline experiments in an approach similar to the treatment of NSI in neutrino propagation. In
the following, we estimate the sensitivity on the CPT–violating parameters with the help of DUNE [13], showing the
correlations among the Lorentz–violating and oscillation parameters as well. We will also compare our results with
the limits in the literature.

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE AND SIMULATION OF DUNE

The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) will consist of two detectors exposed to a megawatt-scale
muon neutrino beam produced at Fermilab. The near detector will be placed close to the source of the beam, while the
second detector, comprising four 10 kton liquid argon TPCs will be installed 1300 kilometers away from the neutrino
source in the Sanford Underground Research Facility in South Dakota. The primary scientific goals of DUNE include
the measurement of the amount of leptonic CP violation, the determination of the neutrino mass ordering and the
precision measurement of the neutrino mixing parameters. To simulate DUNE we use the GLoBES package [14, 15]
with the most recent DUNE configuration file provided by the Collaboration [16] and used to produce the results in
Ref. [13]. We assume DUNE to be running 3.5 years in the neutrino mode and another 3.5 years in the antineutrino
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parameter value

∆m2
21 7.55× 10−5 eV2

∆m2
31 2.50× 10−3 eV2

sin2 θ12 0.320

sin2 θ23 0.547

sin2 θ13 0.02160

δ -0.68π

TABLE I: The standard oscillation parameters used throughout this work [20, 21].

mode. Assuming an 80 GeV beam with 1.07 MW beam power, this corresponds to an exposure of 300 kton–MW–years.
In this configuration, DUNE will be using 1.47 × 1021 protons on target (POT) per year, which basically amounts
in one single year to the same statistics accumulated by T2K in runs 1-7c [17]. Our analysis includes disappearance
and appearance channels, simulating signals and backgrounds. The simulated backgrounds include contamination of
antineutrinos (neutrinos) in the neutrino (antineutrino) mode, and also misinterpretation of flavors, as discussed in
detail in [16].

To analyze the Lorentz–violating scenario, we perform our simulation of the DUNE experiment using the GLoBES–
extension snu.c, presented in Refs. [18, 19]. This extension was originally made to include nonstandard neutrino
interactions and sterile neutrinos in GLoBES simulations. For this analysis we have modified the definition of the
neutrino oscillation probability function inside snu.c, implementing the Lorentz–violating Hamiltonian in Eq. (12).

The DUNE fake data sample is simulated using the standard oscillation parameters in Tab. I, taken from
Refs. [20, 21]. For the neutrino mass ordering, we assume a normal ordered spectrum. Then, we try to reproduce
the simulated data with the CPT–violating Hamiltonian in Eq. (11), allowing for Lorentz violation. For simplicity,
in our statistical analysis, we consider only one or two Lorentz–violating parameters different from zero at the time.
Since DUNE has no sensitivity to the solar parameters and since θ13 is rather well measured by current reactor and
long–baseline experiments, we keep these values fixed to their current best fit value, while marginalizing over θ23 and
δ , if not plotting them. In addition, we marginalize over the atmospheric mass splitting, ∆m2

31, allowing for the
two possible mass orderings. When studying a non–diagonal Lorentz–violating parameter, aαβ , we also marginalize
over its corresponding phase, φαβ . Therefore, if we study two non–diagonal complex parameters simultaneously, we
marginalize over a total of five parameters.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we present the results obtained in our analysis. First of all, we study the impact of CPT violation at
the probability level, see Figs. 1 and 2. In order to understand the role of the individual CPT–violating parameters,
aαβ , here we consider one of them different from zero at a time. To illustrate the effect at the probability level,
we have focused on the dominant channel at the peak of the DUNE neutrino flux, namely the appearance channel
νµ → νe. The DUNE neutrino flux is expected to peak around 2 − 4 GeV. Note that Pµe has a peak around
that energy while Pµµ has a dip. This enables DUNE to get a dominant contribution from the νµ → νe channel.
Nevertheless, we have considered the appearance and disappearance channels for our statistical analyses.
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FIG. 1: Top: oscillation probability for the νµ → νe channel as a function of energy with standard matter effect (black) and with a

non–diagonal CPT–violating parameter (red). Bottom: absolute difference between the standard and CPT–violating oscillation

probabilities shown above. Each column corresponds to a different non–diagonal CPT–violating parameter taken different from

zero and fixed to ±2.0× 10−23 GeV. The DUNE baseline (1300 km) has been assumed, while the peak energy of the neutrino

flux in DUNE is indicated by a vertical line.

FIG. 2: Same results as in Fig. 1, now for the diagonal parameters aee and aµµ. Note, however, that the benchmark values used for the

diagonal CPT–violating parameters here are five times larger than the ones assumed in Fig. 1.

From Fig. 1, we note that aeµ and aeτ have a larger impact on the oscillation probability Pµe compared to aµτ .
One can also see that the presence of a non–zero aeµ parameter may give rise to spectral distortions in the neutrino
appearance probability. On the other hand, a positive (negative) value of the parameter aeτ would produce a shift
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FIG. 3: DUNE sensitivity to the simultaneous probe of the non–diagonal CPT–violating parameters |aeµ|, |aeτ | and |aµτ | and the

oscillation parameters θ23 and δ at 95%, 99% and 3σ C.L.

of the probability to smaller (larger) values. We have considered positive and negative values for these parameters
in Fig. 1, although the qualitative result in all cases is independent on the actual sign of the parameter. For this
reason, in the following, we will study DUNE’s sensitivity to the modulus of these parameters, |aαβ |, marginalizing
over all possible phases, φαβ . The effect of the diagonal parameters3, aee and aµµ, on Pµe is shown in Fig. 2. There,
we observe that the impact of aee on the oscillation probability is much more noticeable than the effect of aµµ. Note
also that the sign of the former parameter determines the increase or decrease on Pµe.

The main results of our sensitivity analysis of DUNE to CPT violation are summarized in Figs. 3 to 6. In these
figures we plot the allowed regions at 95%, 99% and 3σ C.L. in the two–dimensional planes defined by considering
two non–zero parameters among δCP , θ23, aee, aµµ, |aeµ|, |aeτ | and |aµτ |, at a time. These two–dimensional regions
indicate future DUNE’s sensitivity to constrain signals of Lorentz violation assuming as well DUNE’s future sensitivity
to the neutrino oscillation parameters.

As we can see from Figs. 3 and 4, some degeneracies appear between the CPT–violating coefficients aαβ and the
standard oscillation parameters sin2 θ23 and δCP, mostly due to correlations with the atmospheric mixing angle that
will not be solved by future DUNE data. From the top row of Fig. 3, we see that the presence of non–zero off–diagonal
parameters aαβ can give rise to degenerate regions corresponding to the opposite octant solution4. Such a degeneracy
is not present when allowing for non–zero diagonal coefficients aαα and, therefore, the most favoured region in Fig. 4
remains in the assumed true octant for the atmospheric angle. Concerning the simultaneous measurement of the CP
phase δ and the Lorentz–violating coefficients, from Figs. 3 and 4 we see that the determination of δ is more affected
by the parameters that are more relevant for Pµe, aeτ and aee, as seen in the probability plots in Figs. 1 and 2.

3 Note that one can always subtract a matrix proportional to the identity to the Hamiltonian, with no observable physical consequences.
Here we have chosen to subtract the parameter aττ from the diagonal of the CPT–violating Hamiltonian in Eq. (12), and therefore we
redefine aee − aττ and aµµ − aττ as aee and aµµ, respectively.

4 As indicated in Table I, we are assuming the true value of the atmospheric angle θ23 in the second octant.
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FIG. 4: DUNE sensitivity to the diagonal CPT–violating parameters aee and aµµ and the oscillation parameters θ23 and δ at 95%,

99% and 3σ C.L.

Then, although values of δ in the range (π/2, π) are only allowed with confidence levels above 99%, it is clear that
the proposed extremely good sensitivity to CP violation at DUNE can be compromised by the presence of Lorentz
violation in the neutrino propagation. Additionally, we also note in Fig. 4 that new degenerate regions appear in
presence of aee (around aee ∼ −22×10−23 GeV). This new degeneracy in aee appears due to the marginalization over
the two neutrino mass orderings.

On the other hand, the correlation between the diagonal and the non–diagonal CPT–violating parameters is shown
in Fig. 5. From the top central panel, one can notice a clear correlation between |aeτ | and aee, that can be explained
from the impact of such parameters on the appearance electron neutrino probability Pµe. Indeed, in Figs. 1 and
2, we see that a positive (or negative) value of aeτ and aee shifts the oscillation probability in opposite directions
and, therefore, the two effects can compensate each other giving rise to degenerate solutions. Note that, in this
figure, we are plotting the modulus of the complex off–diagonal parameters, |aαβ |, while marginalizing over the phases
associated to them. Therefore, one of the two branches (originating approximately from aee ∼ 0) in the plot under
discussion corresponds to negative values of aeτ . In the same panel, two more branches stem from approximately
aee ∼ −22 × 10−23 GeV. This additional degeneracy in the presence of aee can be observed in the other two panels
of the top row of Fig. 5, too. Besides this one, no other particular parameter degeneracies between the diagonal and
non–diagonal Lorentz–violating coefficients can be observed in Fig. 5.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the allowed regions in the two-dimensional planes delimited by the three non–diagonal CPT–
violating parameters (left) and the two diagonal ones (right panel). The most relevant result here is the correlation
between |aeτ | and |aeµ| that, in fact, is more apparent for the 95% C.L. contour. This originates from the similar, but
opposite in magnitude, role of |aeµ| and |aeτ | in the main appearance channel νµ → νe (see Fig. 1). The degeneracy
corresponding to other than the true solution of aee due to marginalization over the mass ordering is also apparent
in the top-right panel of Fig. 6.
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FIG. 5: Correlations between the non–diagonal (|aeµ|, |aeτ |, |aµτ |) and diagonal (aee, aµµ) CPT–violating parameters at DUNE. The

color code is the same as in Figs. 3 and 4.

FIG. 6: Expected correlations from our DUNE simulation among the non–diagonal CPT–violating parameters, |aeµ|, |aeτ |, |aµτ | (left),
and the diagonal ones, aee and aµµ (right). The color code is the same as in previous figures.
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Parameter Existing Bounds This work

|aeµ| [GeV] 2.5× 10−23 [11] 7.0× 10−24

|aeτ | [GeV] 5.0× 10−23 [11] 1.0× 10−23

|aµτ | [GeV] 8.3× 10−24 [11] 1.7× 10−23

aee[GeV] – −2.5× 10−22 < aee < −2.0× 10−22 and −2.5× 10−23 < aee < 3.2× 10−23

aµµ[GeV] – −3.7× 10−23 < aµµ < 4.8× 10−23

TABLE II: Comparison between the 95% C.L. existing bounds on CPT–violating parameters and the limits estimated in this work

from the simulation of DUNE, as obtained from Fig. 7.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section we summarize the expected sensitivity to the CPT–violating parameters at the future DUNE exper-
iment, comparing our results with the existing bounds in the literature.

Several studies have been performed on this topic in the context of the long–baseline experiment MINOS [22] and
the reactor experiment Double Chooz [23]. However, the most stringent bounds on the CPT–violating parameters
have been determined by the analysis of Super–Kamiokande atmospheric data in Ref. [11]. Given the large distances
travelled by atmospheric neutrinos, ranging up to ∼13000 km, the diameter of the Earth, the neutrino atmospheric flux
offers an optimal scenario to test the violation of Lorentz invariance. The limits obtained by the Super–Kamiokande
collaboration are listed in the central column of Tab. II. Note, however, that only direct limits on the off–diagonal
parameters have been reported.

DUNE’s sensitivity to the Lorentz–violating parameters aαβ is presented in Fig. 7, where we plot the corresponding
∆χ2 profiles after the marginalization over the standard oscillation parameters. These results are also presented as
95% C.L. bounds on the CPT–violating coefficients in the right column of Tab. II. We note that DUNE will be able
to improve the current limits on the most relevant CPT–violating parameters for the neutrino appearance channel,
aeµ and aeτ , by a factor 4–5. Unfortunately, DUNE’s poor sensitivity to oscillations in the νµ → ντ channel will
not allow improving the current limit on aµτ . As commented before, no direct limits on the diagonal CPT–violating
parameters aee and aµµ have been derived in the literature until now. Therefore, our estimated results in Table II are
the first ones derived explicitly under the assumption of Lorentz violation. We see that DUNE will be able to provide
constraints on these parameters of the same order of magnitude as for the off–diagonal ones. Here we can also remark
the presence of an additional allowed region for aee that, contrarily to all the other regions found, is not centered
in zero. This solution appears due to an intrinsic degeneracy between the neutrino mass ordering and the LIV
parameter aee, as discussed above. Such degeneracy is analogous to the one existing in the NSI scenario [24, 25] and
it affects simultaneously all the neutrino oscillation experiments. As for the NSI case, complementary measurements
would be needed in order to resolve this degeneracy.

So far we have only considered the limits coming from dedicated searches of Lorentz violation at neutrino ex-
periments. However, as proposed in Ref. [10], one can exploit the approximate equivalence between the NSI and
Lorentz–violating scenarios to translate the current bounds on NSI into limits on the aαβ parameters. To do so one
can consider

aαβ ≡
√

2GFNeε
m
αβ , (16)
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95% C.L.
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|aeμ| [10-23 GeV]
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95% C.L.
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

95% C.L.

|aμτ| [10-23 GeV]
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

FIG. 7: Expected DUNE sensitivity to the CPT–violating parameters aαβ . The dashed line indicates the 95% C.L. limit.

assuming an average matter density along the neutrino path. For an approximate value of the matter density ρ ∼ 3.4
g/cm3 [10], and considering the existing NSI bounds from Super–Kamiokande atmospheric data [26]5:

|εdVµτ | < 0.011 , |εdVµµ − εdVττ | < 0.049 (90% C.L.) , (17)

one can derive the following approximate limits on the Lorentz–violating parameters6

|aµτ | < 4.3× 10−24 GeV , |aµµ − aττ | < 1.9× 10−23 GeV (90% C.L.) . (18)

Currently, the strongest constraints on NSI in the µ − τ sector have been derived using high–energy atmospheric
data from IceCube [30]7

− 0.006 < εdVµτ < 0.0054 (90% C.L.) . (19)

From these results one can derive new approximate limits on the µ− τ CPT–violating parameter

− 2.3× 10−24 GeV < aµτ < 2.1× 10−24 GeV , (20)

improving the previous Super–Kamiokande bound by a factor of 2.

5 The following bounds have been derived in the two–neutrino approximation. A full three–flavour neutrino approach results in looser
limits [27, 28].

6 Note that there is a difference of factor of 3 with respect to the results obtained in Ref. [10], due to a more correct interpretation of the
NSI bounds here. See Ref. [29] for more details.

7 See Ref. [31] for a recent reanalysis of neutrino NSI from global oscillation data. This work adopts a more generic assumption about
neutrino NSI with quarks and, as a result, a softer bound on the NSI µ− τ coupling is obtained.
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Likewise, considering the future sensitivity on neutrino NSI from the PINGU experiment [32], one can translate it
into projected limits on the CPT–violating parameters

−5.6× 10−25 GeV < aµτ < 6.1× 10−24 GeV ,

−3.9× 10−24 GeV < (aµµ − aττ ) < 2.2× 10−24 GeV (90% C.L.) . (21)

Note, however, that this translation between NSI and Lorentz–violating limits lies on the approximation of assuming
an average density along the neutrino path, not very accurate in the case of the atmospheric neutrino flux.

Parting thoughts

Massive neutrinos, who were the last addition to the Standard Model, and probably the first piece of evidence of
the physics that hides behind it, have become an ideal tool to test the foundations of the way we understand and
describe Nature, local relativistic quantum field theory.

Quantum gravity effects which are suppressed by the Planck scale, effects of the high scale associated to neutrino
masses if neutrinos are Majorana particles, non–local effects due to string scales, and effects we can nowadays only
dream about will be measured or bounded in the near future. If it results in a modification to the dispersion relation,
it leaves a trace in the oscillation probability that can be searched for. Long–baseline neutrino experiments involving
very large distances are the magnifying glass that can enhance a miserably small effect a ∼ 10−24 GeV to a difference
in the transition probability that can be even seen by eye! In this respect, neutrinos are the most accurate tool
we have to test, not the Standard Model itself, but the building blocks we used to construct it. Neutrinos will not
challenge the building, they can challenge the construction system. A fact that should not be underestimated.
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